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Leave a Cheater, Gain a Life is a no-nonsense self-help guide for anyone who has ever been

cheated on. Here's advice not based on saving your relationship after infidelity -- but saving

your sanity.When it comes to cheating, a lot of the attention is focused on cheaters -- their

unmet needs or their challenges with monogamy. But Tracy Schorn (aka Chump Lady)

lampoons such blameshifting and puts the focus squarely on the-cheated-upon (chumps) and

their needs. Combining solid advice that champions self-respect, along with hilarious cartoons

satirizing the pomposity of cheaters, Leave a Cheater, Gain a Life offers a fresh voice for

chumps who want (and need) a new message about infidelity. This book will offer advice on

Stupid sh*t cheaters say and how to respond, Rookie mistakes of the recently chumped and

how to disarm your fears, Why chumps take the blame and how to protect yourself, and

more.Full of snark, sass, and real wisdom about how to bounce back after the gut blow of

betrayal, Schorn is the friend who guides you through this nightmare and gives you hope for a

better life ahead.

About the AuthorTracy Schorn is a journalist who runs the successful infidelity blog Chump

Lady (ChumpLady.com), and whose snarky wisdom and cartoons have helped thousands of

chumps leave cheaters. Tracy is a relationship blogger for the BlogHer network. She lives in

Washington, D.C.Laura Copland combines her classical training as an actor with her rigorous

training as an attorney to approach each manuscript with intelligence, creativity, and honesty.

She has appeared on Broadway and in regional theaters, as well as in myriad commercials. --
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LIFEDISCOVER MOREGLOSSARYACKNOWLEDGMENTSI’d like to thank Chump Nation.

There would be no book or blog without your vibrant, compassionate community. Every day

you leave cheaters, gain lives, and inspire others.Thanks to my agent, Myrsini Stephanides,

who got the weird cartoon humor and signed me anyway. Thanks to Running Press and my

fearless editor Jordana Tusman.Yoma, you have demonstrated what it is to reinvent one life

after the next. You led the liberation campaign. I can never thank you enough.Jenn, thanks for

Texmexercise, your friendship, and using your professional photographer superpowers on me.

(Everyone reading this: Hire Jennifer Lindberg. She is a visual storyteller/miracle worker/

creative genius.)To my parents, you set a good example. You make fifty years of marriage look

pretty effortless. I think the secret is never letting Dad dress himself. (“You’re wearing that?”)To

Robert, apparently years of single parenting didn’t screw you up too badly. You’re a wonderful

son and I couldn’t be prouder of you.Finally, this book belongs to my husband Paul. I like to say

you sweet-talked me 1,500 miles to Texas. But your powers of persuasion are even greater

than that—you sweet-talked this book into existence. (Sometimes you even harangued it into

existence.) You absolutely insisted that I write for chumps. You supported us so that I could do

this. Thank you. I’m the luckiest woman to be your wife. I look forward to whatever adventures

you sweet-talk me into next.WELCOME TOCHUMP NATIONI’m sorry if you need this book. If



you’re perusing the infidelity shelf at your bookstore, I’ll assume your interest isn’t purely

academic—you’re a chump. You were played for a fool, lied to, and left as carrion for the

divorce lawyers. Welcome to Chump Nation.You’re not alone. I’m here to tell you the pain is

finite and you will get to the other side. Many chumps have walked this path before you and I’m

one of them. This book is the collective wisdom I wish someone had given me the day I woke

up to find another woman’s thong in my bed, that day of sickening discovery when I realized

my spouse was a stranger and my marriage was a Kafka short story.I did what a lot of other

chumps before me had done. I stumbled onto online infidelity boards. I ordered books. I got

therapy. I got conflicting messages. Reconcile! Don’t reconcile! I got “remorse” from my cheater.

And I got more discoveries of cheating. (These ugly surprises are known as discovery days, or

“D-Days,” in infidelity parlance.) What I didn’t get was a decoder ring. I had no idea how to

navigate this nightmare.Mostly, I struggled to understand my cheater, how to parse the self-

serving nonsense that came out of his mouth. I clung to his apologies when his actions

demonstrated that he wasn’t terribly sorry. I projected that he must feel ashamed and lost when

I had no real evidence of this. At first, I resisted believing that I could be so mistaken about this

person. I wasn’t a chump—oh no, I was a brave woman loving a misunderstood, broken man

and we shared a love that would see us through this crisis!By the fourth D-Day, I left. Over the

span of a year and a half, between D-Days one and four, I did every stupid, chumpy, grief-

stricken thing a person can do. But I did finally divorce the cheater with the loving support of my

friends and family, and a virtual online world of fellow chumps.After years spent on infidelity

boards, I noticed a curious thing—other chumps were doing exactly the same stupid, chumpy,

grief-stricken things that I had done. And I noticed multitudes of cheaters behaving in uncannily

similar ways to my cheater. Using the same sorry excuses. Manipulating with the same

sociopathic panache. Blameshifting their lousy decisions onto chumps and feeling very, very

sorry for themselves.And it suddenly occurred to me that cheaters must be working from some

common playbook. They are not “wayward” or lost. No, they are completely aware of their

manipulations. But chumps keep mistakenly assuming that the cheaters are on the same team.

However, the cheaters’ diversions and vagaries are intentional. Utterly manufactured so they

can pursue their own agenda. There is a reason cheaters don’t share their playbooks with their

spouses—they’re not on the same team. Keeping chumps in the dark lets them “win” and

keeps chumps at a disadvantage.When I was deep in the nightmare of my former marriage, I

noticed another peculiar thing about the infidelity experience—the vast majority of infidelity

resources were pro-reconciliation. It seemed there was an entire cottage industry peddling

false hope about “affair-proofing” one’s marriage.There was absolutely no place that was

saying, “Leave the jerk. You’ll feel a lot better for it.” And no one was pointing out an obvious,

sad truth: You cannot save your marriage by yourself. You can’t control other people. You can

only control yourself. You cannot cajole people out of affairs by being a better spouse. All the

weight loss, sex tips, and self-help will not prevent people from driving their life into a ditch if

they’re so inclined. And it’s just crazy optimistic to think that a cheater, especially a serial

cheater, will undergo a character transplant.Who were these mythical people who truly felt their

marriages were stronger thanks to infidelity? The boards I read were full of sad, twitchy people

lamenting the lack of trust in their marriages. Reconciliation seemed overhyped, oversold, and

exceedingly rare.Where were the stories of people who left cheaters and found happier lives?It

just seemed to me that there was a gaping hole in the resources. Nothing I read spoke to my

experience—that leaving a cheater was the sanest, healthiest thing I ever did. My world got

brighter and better the minute I laid that burden down.I started my blog Chump Lady () in 2012

to give chumps their own playbook and explain the manipulations of cheaters. At the time, I’d



been divorced several years and happily remarried to a fellow chump. I wanted Chump Lady to

be a place that was not focused on saving marriages, but rather a haven for chumps to save

their sanity. I began collecting people’s success stories, I started a forum so chumps could

compare notes, and I set out to change the language surrounding infidelity, dispensing with

wayward and betrayed spouse. No more euphemisms.In this book I use the word cheater. Poor

wayward sounds like a dim-witted soul who got lost and wandered into a snowbank. Cheater,

on the other hand, is an adult with agency who makes choices. I also prefer the term chump to

the soppy betrayed spouse. You’re more than the experience of being betrayed, and some

chumps aren’t spouses.A chump is just a trusting soul who was played for a fool. There are no

chumps without con artists. The good news is that chumpdom isn’t a permanent condition.

Once you figure out that the game is rigged, you can leave the table. Cheaters may have their

playbook, but now you will have yours. Welcome!1.REJECTION IS NOT YOUR

SUPERPOWERCheaters get all the glory.When infidelity is portrayed in movies, novels, or

made-for-TV dramas, cheaters are the tortured protagonists—sexy taboo breakers compelled

by Forces Greater Than Themselves to love the forbidden Other. Tragic affairs are the stuff of

pathos and romance. Oh, the crushing indecision, being torn between two lovers, thwarted by

the cruel, cruel forces of monogamy. Poor cheaters. All they seek is happiness. And can you

fault happiness?Left offstage, standing in the curtain’s shadow, is the chump—the Obstacle to

Happiness.When mentioned in the infidelity books, the chump is the dullard whose

inadequacies drove the cheater into another’s arms. The chump is the co-conspirator who Must

Have Known and had some tacit arrangement with the cheater. The chump is the failure who

wasn’t meeting the cheater’s needs.Sexless, unkind, controlling, chumps are seen as complicit

in their own betrayal. Oh sure, they have a right to be hurt. Mistakes were made. But chumps

should examine how they drove their partners to cheat and strive to improve themselves. Why,

if chumps only tried harder, they could win their cheaters back and save their marriages!No

wonder being cheated on is shrouded in shame. Who wants to admit they’ve been chumped?

It’s bad enough to be humiliated in the most intimate of ways, but then the resources purported

to help you blame you for your part in it all. Worse, they assume that your default position

should be wooing back the person who just gutted you with betrayal.Isn’t it time to change the

infidelity narrative?YOU DON’T CONTROL THISBeing cheated on is not your fault.I realize this

is completely at odds with the message you’re probably getting from your cheater, blaming you

for their happiness deficit. And it probably stands in stark contrast to your own self-

recriminations—that you weren’t enough, that you work too much, that you spend too much

time with the kids, or that your thighs are chubby. But you don’t need a PhD to conclude that

we don’t drive people to do things. It’s common sense.Since when did you possess

superpowers?Since when did you have the ability to compel people to act? Think about it. If

you had a choice of superpowers—invisibility, flight, x-ray vision—do you think you would

choose rejection?Yes, I can make people cheat on me through my sheer suckitude! And if I

concentrate hard enough, I can also make them hit me and drive them to drink!We don’t make

people abuse us. Our inadequacies, real or imagined, do not compel our cheaters to create

dating profiles or develop a hooker habit. Those choices are completely on them—100

percent.REJECTION MANListen, I’m not saying you don’t suck. I don’t know you. For all I

know, you believe in One World Order conspiracies, have halitosis, and never clip your toenails.

You may be perfectly dreadful to be married to. I’m simply saying you did not make your partner

cheat.Your cheater had an entire decision tree of options, beginning with difficult conversations,

therapy, and divorce lawyers. They didn’t choose those things—they made a deliberate choice

to fuck other people and lie to you about it.Oh, but we can’t help who we fall in love with! Affairs



are just little exuberant acts of defiance! Sure, cheaters may screw around, but that doesn’t

mean they don’t value their marriages!These are the messages out there minimizing infidelity.

You would think being chumped was a rejection on par with not being asked to the prom,

instead of the life-shattering event that it actually is.Aside from being humiliating, disrespectful,

and comically pathetic—infidelity is abusive. It is psychological abuse. You cannot cheat on

someone without lying to and gaslighting them. (“It’s not what you think!” “You’re crazy!”) Throw

in some blameshifting and minimization after discovery (“You drove me to it,” “I don’t see what

the big deal is”), and you’ve got quite an assemblage of mindfuckery.Now factor in cheaters

unilaterally risking your health and your family’s home life. Infidelity sounds a lot less jolly after

you’ve paternity-tested your children. Or had your feet up in stirrups for a full STD screening

after years of assumed monogamy. Or lost a pregnancy to an undisclosed STD. Or found your

children’s college funds spent on sex workers. Or stumbled on evidence that the cheater fucked

someone else in your bed.We don’t tend to hear that side of the story because, well, it’s a

bummer. Chumps are just a spot of collateral damage. Hey, don’t take it so hard!So who was

picking up the slack while the cheater was out chasing the butterflies of aliveness? Who was

rocking babies, packing school lunches, and bringing home their paychecks? Who existed in

the same less-than-stellar marriage and didn’t blow their boss? Chumps. Cheating takes time

and resources away from the marriage—so, just by virtue of being there and not screwing

around, chumps are usually the more invested partners. Not perfect partners, but committed

ones.But the real injustice of chump blame is that it trivializes loving someone with your whole

heart. It faults trusting and believing in the commitments made to you. Oh, don’t be a

Pollyanna! Everyone cheats. Monogamy is so unnatural. You’re left exposed, feeling foolish for

having loved someone so unrequitedly. And you’re left questioning, not the audacious

blameshifting of cheaters, but your own lack of sophistication.WHY DO CHUMPS TAKE THE

BLAME?Chumps accept the responsibility for cheating because it gives us a sense of control.

When your world has just been shattered, control is a very seductive commodity. Hey, if this is

my fault, then I can fix it! Why, I’ll just make some adjustments, turn a few knobs, and prevent

this terrible thing from ever happening again. And if I fail? Well, it’s because I didn’t follow the

“Affair-Proof Your Marriage” recipe carefully enough! My bad. I must try harder.A more difficult

question to answer is this: Why do the majority of infidelity resources indulge in chump blame

and peddle the ridiculous notion that you can single-handedly save your marriage?First, it’s

profitable. “Send me $399 and I’ll affair-proof your marriage” is a far better business model than

being a cold bucket of water. There is a lot of money to be made on false hope and the notion

that we can control scary outcomes.Second, asking a marriage counselor if your marriage can

be saved is like asking a barber if you need a haircut. They’re in the business of fixing

relationships, so they tend toward optimism. In fairness, you’re buying their services believing

your marriage can be saved (or why else would you be there?), so they’re not far off the mark

thinking they can help you.Third, in many quarters there is a cultural bias toward saving

marriages and avoiding the dreaded specter of divorce. Your religious, cultural, or family

structure may not be neutral on the subject. The women’s movement and the divorce reforms

of the 1970s did a lot to fight the stigma of divorce, but, sadly, the shame surrounding “failed”

marriages still exists.Fourth, a lot of therapists are still not hip to personality disorders as they

relate to infidelity. There is a nonjudgmental therapy bias of “I’m okay, you’re okay. We both

brought issues to the marriage.” The notion that disordered people don’t play by the same rules

of moral conduct is lost on a lot of people, not just therapists. That is, until the day they find

their pension funds embezzled, their scoutmaster indicted, or their wife missing on a yoga

retreat with her soul mate. Then suddenly character disturbance becomes a pertinent area of



interest.Anyway, I’m not in any of those camps. Chump Lady is your friendly cold bucket of

water. I’m the buddy who grabs you by the lapels, looks you square in the eye, and says, “HEY!

Wake up! You’re being PLAYED!”I’m not here to help you save your marriage after infidelity. I’m

here to help you save your sanity and protect yourself. But before I get into the particulars, let

me skip ahead to the end of the story and tell you how it all works out: You survive this.

Actually, you’re going to be triumphant. Yes, it’s going to hurt like a motherfucker; yes, it’s going

to test your mettle, and you’ll probably screw up a few times—but you will overcome.How do I

know? Because what’s the alternative? Let this define you? Get pulled into the undertow and

drown? Become one of those brittle cyborg people fronting a fake life, writing insipid holiday

newsletters that never reveal what a sham they’ve become? Is that what you want? To lose

your soul?Look, cheaters might try to take your kids, your house, your retirement accounts,

your wedding china, and your dignity, but they cannot take your fucking soul. You own that.

Infidelity will not break you. It’s a sucker punch to the gut for sure, but it’s not a death sentence.

It’s a horrible loss. A loss of trust, of innocence, of personal safety, of family as you thought you

knew it. There’s so much to grieve and, I won’t lie to you, processing it all feels like it will take

forever. You can’t hurry the misery along; you just feel it. But I promise it’s finite.If you let this

pain crack open your heart and you accept the vulnerability and chaos, you’re going to be a

better person for it. You will never be smug again. And that right there makes you 99 percent

less of an asshole than most of the general population. You’re a survivor who knows what

every other disaster survivor knows—life can unjustly fall apart. You can only rebuild. And the

only people who are worth spit are the people who aren’t afraid of your pain, who’ll walk into

your cracked open heart and not blame you for it.“What did you do to make this bad thing

happen to you?” Fuck those people. You were chumped. Someone’s crappy, entitled behavior

did this to you. You trusted and got played. You don’t control what other people do, but you do

get to control how you’re going to respond.Begin by having some compassion for yourself. Be a

better person for this shit hand you were dealt. You’ve now got the ability to walk into other

people’s cracked open hearts, and while that might not feel like a gift right now, it is a huge gift.

You will appreciate every good thing that comes after this and every good person. You will see

the world in Technicolor. You’ll know who your friends are and who is a waste of space. You’ll

be wiser and stronger. A farmer I know calls these sorts of gifts “hard blessings.” Not obvious

blessings, but the kind that come after a devastating hailstorm wipes out your crops.Anyway,

my point is this: Buck up. You’re going to navigate this shitstorm just fine. Let’s get started.Dear

Chump Lady,My husband has a weird relationship with his cell phone. He’s in IT, so I just

thought he likes devices or something. But he takes it into the bathroom with him and spends a

lot of time in there. Like an unnaturally long time. I thought, Is he looking at porn? Obsessed

with Twitter? Communicating with space aliens?I know it’s wrong, but I snooped. While he was

sleeping, I looked at his phone and saw a text: “Hey, Sexy Beast. I miss you!”Then I looked at

his photos and now I know what he was doing in the bathroom—dick pics!I immediately

confronted him and now he’s furious with me. I “invaded his privacy.” The woman who called

him “Sexy Beast” is just a “work friend” and I have friends, so what, now I am the friend police?

The dick pics are just something he does. It was a joke, and apparently I can’t take a joke.He

swears he’s not cheating on me. What do you think?Sincerely,HumorlessDear Humorless,I

think jokes should be shared. When you have such an awesome sense of humor, why hide it

under a bushel basket? How would he feel about showing his boss those texts? I mean, it’s just

a few innocent chuckles between coworkers. I wonder how the Human Resources Department

would enjoy his dick pics. Go ahead and suggest that.If you find that, wow, there are a lot of

people out there who fail to appreciate his brand of “humor,” consider yourself gaslighted. He



knows this is inappropriate, so he is going on the offensive with blameshifting—you are

violating his privacy. You don’t want him to have friends. You don’t have a sense of humor. The

problem is you and couldn’t possibly be him. See how that works?People who care about your

feelings don’t mindfuck you. Generally, only guilty people do that.Of course I don’t know if he is

cheating anymore than you do. All you can do is review the evidence and weigh how plausible

his explanations are. Do you call any of your friends “Sexy Beast”? Do you find taking

snapshots of your genitals to be an enjoyable pastime?You can approach this problem several

ways. One way is to simply ask for transparency. Review the cell phone records. Ask to see his

phone (without the password protect) and his computer history. Check his social media

messages. People who have nothing to hide, hide nothing. If he balks or makes excuses?

That’s a bad sign.If he makes this about your lack of trust in him, own that. “Yes, I am upset

and alarmed by what I discovered.” And press forward. If he thinks the snooping or asking for

verification is a bigger crime than his apparent cheating, you have another bad sign.Another

approach is to go stealth and gather more evidence. By confronting him immediately, you put

yourself at a disadvantage. Now he’s on high alert. Cheaters often just go further underground

when confronted, and will only admit to what you have direct evidence of. (And, even then,

they’ll minimize and gaslight.) To do the full covert Soviet spy thing, you might want to look into

a voice-activated recorder and Velcro it under the seat of his car. Consider putting a keylogger

on his computer. Hide a GPS in the car to record where he travels. Or use the “Find My Mac”

application on your iPhone or iPad when he’s out.There is a plethora of spyware technology

available. The legalities of using it depend on your state. (Make sure you do your research

before you do anything in this area.) If you can afford it, also consider hiring a private

investigator if you suspect an affair.Cheaters rely on chumps’ continued trust and cluelessness.

Eventually, with any luck, he’ll get sloppy. Then it’s up to you to believe the evidence and draw

painful conclusions.But the big question to ask yourself, Humorless, is what are your deal

breakers? What does your gut say? Do you want to be in a marriage in which you feel unsafe?

Would you rather your concerns be met with compassion and reassuring actions, or hostility

and mindfuckery?It’s either okay with you that he has online sexual flirtations (or worse) with

other women, or it’s not. He either admits the obvious inappropriateness of his behavior and

straightens the hell up, or he doesn’t.The point when you’re considering wiretapping your

husband is also the point when you have to admit that you don’t trust the man. No one can

sustain hypervigilance for very long. Figure out what your deal breakers are and start enforcing

your boundaries. If your husband won’t cooperate and work to restore your trust, if he cannot

respond with honesty and transparency, you don’t need any more evidence. This is a

nonstarter.That is, unless you want to share your marriage with Mr. Sexy Beast and his dick pic

pals.Sincerely,CHUMP LADY2.ROOKIE MISTAKES OF THE RECENTLY CHUMPEDThis

chapter is for those of you who just found out your partner cheated and may still be curled in

the fetal position. Pause for a moment from the vomiting and crying and find your badass. It’s

time to take back your power.I know you’re in shock, and I know you’re grieving, but I want you

to be a field marshal now and not a damp mess spilled over the furniture. The important thing

is to protect yourself and not succumb to the following common rookie mistakes.MISTAKE #1:

RUNNING ON EMPTYDiscovering that you’ve been cheated on is a monumental shock to the

system. It’s often described as an out-of-body experience. So it’s pretty common to totally

forget you have a body. Sleep? Food? Hygiene? You’re too busy piecing together affair time

lines of the last eighteen months, monitoring social media, and cross-referencing your cell

phone bills, dammit.Stop. Go make a tuna-fish sandwich. Don’t forget to eat. You’ll probably

stare at it lifelessly as if tuna fish were some theoretical construct and not sustenance. That’s



normal. Choke it down anyway. You need to keep your wits about you and that’s absolutely

impossible with insomnia or an empty stomach.Sleep deprivation will make you crazy and you

don’t need any help in that quarter now. Consider a temporary sleep aid. Exercise will help with

sleep too (and the gym is a marvelous place to punch things).The fight-or-flight adrenaline

you’re producing is a natural reaction to being ambushed. Practice self-care for the battle

ahead. The longer you stay in a state of disbelief and paralysis, the more opportunity your

cheater has to keep taking advantage of you.MISTAKE #2: ASSUMING YOUR CHEATER IS

STILL YOUR FRIENDRemember what I said about cheaters not playing by the same set of

rules as you? You just woke up to find out you’re in the fifth inning of Cheater Ball. When did

the game start? What’s the score? Your cheater isn’t going to tell you. For cheaters, part of the

game of Cheater Ball is denying they’re playing Cheater Ball. Work from the assumption that

your cheater has a very different agenda than you do and that your well-being is not at the top

of it.Cheaters’ actions clearly demonstrate that it is all about them. Affairs are decided upon

unilaterally. Your cheater did not consider your health, your feelings, your children, or your

shared finances. So why would you think you can achieve consensus with this person now?

There is no great awakening. Discovery does not transform cheaters into honorable people. It

does not make them suddenly appreciate what they could lose. No, discovery kicks their

manipulation game up several notches. Cheaters want very desperately for you to go right back

to being their malleable chump-in-the-dark, and to prevent ugly consequences from raining

down on them. The best way to make sure that happens is through manipulation.Actually,

manipulation is just a continuation of their existing strategy. You can’t cheat on chumps without

lying to or gaslighting them. Cheaters are not about to change tactics and go with unvarnished

honesty now. Remain highly skeptical. Judge cheaters by their actions over time—a long time.

Don’t assume friendship and mutuality where it doesn’t exist.Your job right now is to protect

yourself (and your children, if you have them) from further harm. That doesn’t make you

churlish, selfish, or unkind (things your cheater may accuse you of). That just makes you a

smart person who is enforcing boundaries.MISTAKE #3: CONFRONTING TOO SOONMost

cheaters will lie and gaslight you unless you catch them dead to rights, and even then they

usually only fess up to what they think you already know. If you confront them before you have

evidence, there’s a good chance they’ll take the affair further underground.If you’ve discovered

evidence of an affair or someone has outed an affair to you, put all your evidence in a safe

place (preferably a lawyer’s office in a fault divorce state) before you confront your cheater.

Email it to a trusted friend, to another account you’ve set up, or put it in a safe-deposit box.

Never reveal your sources.If you’re in the fortunate position of knowing you’re a chump before

your cheater knows you know—you’ve got a tactical advantage. You can get your financial and

legal ducks in a row without interference.If your discovery was sloppier (as it often is)—if the

cheater confessed, if you stumbled across evidence of an affair in front of your spouse, or if

you lost your shit before you read this—don’t worry. You can still put your affairs in order (I pun).

It’s just going to be more difficult because your cheater will be pulling out all the stops to keep

you from imposing consequences. Just stay strong and keep protecting yourself.MISTAKE #4:

NOT CONSULTING A LAWYERBut! But! This is all just a terrible misunderstanding and he’s

very sorry and we’re going to work it out! Please, still see a lawyer.Why? Because you’re a

chump. You’ve demonstrated that you can be played. Your cheater is counting on that, and now

that the infidelity has been discovered, the pressure is on to manipulate you further. You need

the cool head of legal advocacy. Even if you do not go through with a divorce, seeing a lawyer

means you know exactly what your rights are, what you could be entitled to in a divorce, what

decisions you should and should not make concerning your finances, your children, exposure



of the affair, moving out, having sex with your spouse after discovery, abandonment, temporary

support, and so on.Another reason to see a lawyer is that your cheater may have already done

so. Don’t assume it will always be you who will have the option of pulling the plug. Your cheater

already has one foot out the door in this marriage; this person could abandon you at any time.I

know seeing a lawyer makes it real and scary, especially if you’re not ready for the ugly “D”

word. It can feel like putting the cart before the horse. I haven’t decided yet if reconciliation is

possible! Won’t I antagonize my spouse by seeing a lawyer?First of all, don’t worry about

antagonizing your cheater. Seeking legal counsel is not a sin analogous to infidelity. Your

cheater certainly didn’t worry about antagonizing you by engaging in an affair. Just see a

lawyer. You don’t have to announce it to your cheater. Just do it.Second of all, you are in

CRISIS. Bitchslap yourself, please. You need professional help to sort through this mess, and

your lawyer has seen it all before and knows how to navigate this. Admit it—you do not

possess this skill set.Lawyers know what moves cheaters may make and how to block those

moves, or mitigate the damage legally. Knowledge is power. The very worst thing you can do is

trust the cheater who created this clusterfuck to set things right. No, go on the offensive. Find

out what is in your best legal interest and call the tune on any potential reconciliation. If you

aren’t hiring this lawyer for your divorce, you’re damn sure hiring them to draw up your post-

nup.What’s a post-nup? Talk to a lawyer. A post-nup can vary from state to state, but it is an

uncontested divorce settlement. Like a pre-nup, a post-nup is a ready-made settlement in case

of divorce, which sets out the terms of asset division and custody, if appropriate. If you

reconcile, you’re taking a risk that your cheater will not cheat again. A post-nup is your “get out

of jail free” card if they cheat again or you just can’t hack reconciliation.Remember, sorry is as

sorry does. Only cheaters control whether or not they cheat again, so remorseful cheaters

should be keen to sign a post-nup—because it’s a useless document, right? Because they’re

not going to cheat again, right? Because they want to demonstrate their remorse, right?You

cannot put provisions in a post-nup like: “If you cheat again, I get to gouge your eyes out with a

rusty spoon.” It’s simply an uncontested divorce settlement.How do you find a lawyer? Asking

for a referral can be awkward. If you ask someone you know, you’ve let the cat out of the bag

that, yes, you’re having marital difficulties. You might not be ready for that. So, consider the

anonymity of an online community or referral service. is a good resource. (No, they don’t pay

me to plug them. I just happen to be married to a Super Lawyer.) Super Lawyers are the

lawyers other lawyers recommend; they’re the top tier in their field.Make sure you get a family

law lawyer. Do not get a general practice lawyer. Do not hire your friend’s brother-in-law who

will do it for you as a favor, fitting it in when he can. Do not try to do this yourself with the help

of a YouTube video, a self-help article, and a couple shots of tequila. Hire a professional—a

family law professional. You wouldn’t hire a podiatrist for your sinus surgery, so don’t hire the

wrong kind of lawyer.How do you afford a lawyer? You bite the bullet. Getting the right sort of

settlement up front can save you a lot of money in the long run. For many lawyers, the first hour

of consultation is free, so consult with a few and see who feels like a good fit. Ask about their

payment terms and retainer fees. Don’t cheap out on this—take a loan from your family if you

must, pawn your jewelry, run up your credit card—but do get proper legal advice. If you’re truly

broke or financially dependent on your cheater, call your local Legal Aid Society. Help is out

there.And remember, lawyers bill in six-minute increments. Your lawyer is not your therapist.

Just stick to business.MISTAKE #5: NOT PUTTING YOUR FINANCES IN ORDERPeople who

will cheat on you may be fucking you over a multitude of other ways as well—especially

financially. Never say to yourself, “Oh, they would never . . .” Yes, they would. In my experience

(and I’ve read tens of thousands of stories on my blog), nothing is terribly sacred—your bed,



your pension, your children’s college funds. Let’s hope the entitlement doesn’t run that deep,

but don’t bank on it.Make copies of all your financial documents, retirement accounts, and

credit reports. Know how much debt you have. If your cheater wants to reconcile, demand a

recent credit report. This will reveal hidden credit cards, debts, and P.O. boxes they may have

used to conduct the affair. If they balk, there’s your answer. There are things in there they don’t

want you to know about.If you own a business with your cheater, if you have complicated

assets, consider the services of a forensic accountant or a certified divorce financial analyst.

Monies spent on an affair are marital assets and can be returned in a divorce. If you’ve got a

complex financial situation, hire a professional to follow the money trail.If you are financially

dependent on your cheater, if your cheater moved out and abandoned you, or if you have

minor children to support, a lawyer can go to court to get immediate temporary support orders.

Unfortunately, financial abuse often goes with infidelity, so don’t take it lying down. Get

professional help.

Leave a Rafael Nadal

Ebook Tops User, “"THE BEST advice for those who have been betrayed!". Finally, straight talk

about infidelity that doesn't do any of the following:*place blame on the victim of the betrayal

("Affair proof your marriage!" "How did you drive your partner to cheat?")*excuse, legitimize or

minimize infidelity ("Monogamy is unrealistic." "Anyone could cheat." "Maybe it's a sex

addiction.")*cast infidelity as modern, sophisticated, and completely natural ("The affair was an

act of exuberant defiance! A quest for aliveness!")What this book does do is portray infidelity

exactly as it is and offer THE BEST advice to those who have been betrayed. Chump Lady

calls it like it is with a great sense of humor about a painful topic. Infidelity has become

increasingly seen as something that "just happens", something that is caused by situations and

external factors, rather than by a cheater's defective character. As Chump Lady points out,

there are two very respectable things for people to do when they are unhappy in a committed,

monogamous relationship--work on things or break up. But cheating on your partner, risking

their health, lying, manipulating and gas lighting them is not respectable, decent or kind. It is

cruel, abusive and yes, wrong. And why stay with a partner who is capable of doing such awful

things? I read a lot of books after facing the soul-crushing realization that my partner was a

cheater, and this was the only one to tell it like it is. If you're dealing with the terrible pain of

betrayal, this book is immensely helpful.  Highly recommended!”

Mom of 6 good kids, “I'm a psychologist and I recommend it.. I'm a forensic psychologist, not a

therapist. Jerks who cheat are one reason I decided not to practice counseling. Unfortuanalty, I

caught my husband talking to another woman, a coworker, and then he lied and tried to hide

the extent of their involvement. It's like a nuclear bomb going off and incinerating everything in

your life. I have spent many sleepless nights sobbing. This is the guy I loved more than anyone,

trusted more than anyone, and he gutted me for an ego boost. There I was going on my merry

way tiptoeing through the tulips and he grabs me and throws me off a cliff! Now I'm laying at

the bottom of the cliff broken and betrayed.I have spent 3 months in counseling and not feeling

much better. After only three chapters of this book, I did start to feel better. I have also learned

that my husband sounds like a classic cheater. Minimizing, blameshifting, and gaslighting have
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been his go-to's. I think it's a character flaw; people growing up to thinking it's okay to like and

take what they want if they feel they are justified.I recommend this book because it will give you

tools in dealing with a manipulative partner and I believe it is important to not blame yourself

for someone else's selfish behavior. My counselor was having us read After the Affair. There

are some good points to that book as well but mostly it pi$$ed me off because I feel like this

wasn't my fault. Don't get me wrong, if you have been a horrible partner then you have some

work to do, as well as your cheater, but them cheating is still not your fault. Some people cheat

partly because they have been emotionally and physically abandoned by their partner. The

book doesn't address that but it will say there is no excuse for cheating, and there isn't.I don't

agree with everything she says in this book. I don't believe that everyone who cheats is a

narcissist. Narcissism is only about 3% prevalent in the population, yet 60% of people admit to

cheating. I also don't think that if you are ambivalent to your cheater's cheating that means you

are "shallow." I didn't care as much about my FIRST husband cheating because I didn't love

him. I married him because I got pregnant and I was mired down in a religion where I felt I had

no control over my own life. I left my religion and the husband and found what I thought was a

wonderful man. I chose wrong AGAIN. The book can help with that too, picking better the next

time.Probably the best advice the book has is to financially protect yourself with a post nuptial

agreement, which I did. My husband gave me everything in the agreement and I can leave for

any reason. This made me feel SO much better. Now if my husband talks to another woman

again I have a awesome consolation prize...all our money and property.I have to give you a

warning that the cheaters in this book are made out to be non-human monsters. I don't think

this is the case in every situation. Your partner is a human being (although troubled) and does

have feelings. You should NOT be trying to fix this person. Just focus on you. If your partner

has cheated once and you want to work it out, get After the Affair in addition to this. If they have

done it more than once, RUN, and take this book with you! You should not stick around to be

cheated on multiple times! Once is enough justification to leave.”

NJ Ebook Tops, “Reeling from betrayal? Read this book.. I wish Tracy Schorn's Chump Lady

site or her book had existed when I discovered my x was cheating. Maybe I could have gotten

out after 3 years of marriage rather than 11. He cheated the entire time. I might even have

been able to avoid the marriage altogether. There were signs, though I misinterpreted and

excused them. My experience agrees 100% with one of Tracy's premises: cheating is a deal

breaker in a relationship except in rare and extraordinary circumstances. In my case, despite

his many protestations and promises, the x continued to cheat and continued to want to be

married.To those in the early stages or who have a high tolerance for broken promises (as I

once did), the tone may feel too harsh. It took me a while to accept its accuracy and necessity.

The longer you try to act in good faith with a known liar, the more pain and damage you will

suffer. The information in this book will help open your eyes. Anyone who cheats without

confessing is a practiced liar. It takes a lot of lies to cheat and cover it up. I know this is hard to

accept about someone you love. It's part of what makes what should be a straightforward,

though agonizing, situation so confusing.You need an ally by your side, someone who can help

you understand what's happening and what options you have. Your usual advisers may not

know how to deal with cheating. The rules are different. For one thing, cheaters don't follow all

the rules. And they have their own rules that they don't share with you. That alone can create a

crazy dynamic. Even if you're inclined to reconcile, I hope you'll take Tracy's perspective into

account. It will open your eyes to some important things. I wish that had been an option for me.

It would have saved me heartache, wasted years and exposure to STDs.My heart goes out to



anyone whose circumstances led them to this book, but I'm glad you've found the clear-minded

advice it contains. I hope you take advantage of it as part of your support system.”

Mrs. J. Evans, “At last! A wise and perceptive book on infidelity that hopefully will also make

you laugh.. This book was really refreshing and even made me laugh out loud! And not many

infidelity recovery books have done that. Supposedly being in a wonderful and enviable

relationship with a wonderful man whom I’ve loved for over 50 years, with a wonderful family

and a wonderful Christian ministry, the shock, horror, trauma of discovery of his betrayal,

deception, infidelity and double life over decades flattened me. I’ve been fortunate in having

had a wonderful and very experienced counsellor who has probably repeatedly said most of

the things that are in the book – but in more muted language! The language of Chump Lady’s

book is certainly colourful to say the least. It uses language that I would normally consider

offensive – and I wasn’t offended.Unlike her, I do believe there can be an element of

compulsion in illicit sexual behaviour; like her, I believe that the unfaithful made choices;

repeatedly made choices - and excuses. I also believe that forgiveness was a choice I

personally needed to immediately make, not in any sense to excuse inexcusable behaviour, but

to avoid the poison of bitterness and self-destruction that unforgiveness would have left me

open to. Forgiveness in the sense of “giving up all hope of a better past“. The day-to-day

processing of forgiveness is ongoing - and doesn’t mean trust or respect or even contact- or in

any way condoning the totally inexcusable behaviour.D-Day (1) was just over 2 years ago and

the pain doesn’t go away, it just gets more familiar. I’ve stopped looking for help and healing for

him, or for ‘us’ and am finding healing and hope for me that is so much more than the ‘Hopium’.

It’s taken so long to believe that this nightmare horror story can possibly be true. I am a trusting

Chump.I don’t think I would’ve been able to take on board the brutality, or rather the incisive

truth, of this incredibly perceptive book initially. I’m glad I’ve found it now. And having read it

very very quickly I will go back to it again and again for the sake of my sanity. The wisdom in

this book is a tonic. I found the chapter on neutrality extremely helpful. I found the whole book

helpful! And also painful. And encouraging, motivating, and inspiring .My husband is now 80

and unwell, [im 68] shows no awareness of the destruction he’s caused, and wants

‘reconciliation ‘ - by which I think he means that he wants me to believe that ‘it didn’t mean

anything’ and to ‘stop overreacting’. He still says he’s always loved me (yuck). We’re still sort of

living under the same roof. And he is still gaslighting our wonderful grown-up children and

anybody else whom he can charm. It’s chilling and scary.Yes, I’m a trusting Chump and finding

there are so many others like me is very reassuring, though it’s so sad so many people go

through this devastation and anguish.And I’m living my own life at last - not his.I’ve just about

kicked my Hopium addiction and I no longer believe in unicorns! That sentence will make more

sense if you read the book. And I hope you will read this book.”

SWJ, “Buy this!. If anybody is going through the devastation of finding out about a partners

affair (as I am), you ABSOLUTELY have to buy this book. This is my bible... I've had it for 3

weeks and I've read it over and over again. This book IS about my husband.... it is funny,

sweary, pulls no punches and tells the Chump (betrayed one) exactly how it is. This book gave

me the strength to get through the minutes in the day when I thought I was going to die I was in

so much pain. It is laugh out loud funny, incredibly sad regarding the hell the cheater's put us

through and has given me great hope that I can come out the other side of this with a better life

without him.”



Lisa Crook, “Great book, insightful. I only wish I had read this when I was in D-Day. I’m now 10

months after my husbands affair. He went off with his affair partner and I drove myself mad

doing most of the stuff mentioned in this book. I will never forget what happened but I am now

living my life for me. Thanks Chump lady; fantastic read!”

Steve, “My life changed for the better when I read this book....took me a while to get there but

Tracy saved my life and maybe that of my kids long term too...inspired me towards a better one.

I would never have survived my soon-to-be-ex-wife’s lying, cheating, gaslighting and abusing if

it wasn’t for this book and the good people and support at the chumplady blog..that and some

good friends and family. You can’t do reconciliation without real remorse, real remorse without

empathy, real gut wrenching guilt and their desperation to make real amends for life for you and

kids if you have them. At the end of the day live it and you understand the real mindf@*k of

infidelity and cheaters...it really is all about them....and yes they are all ‘victims’. Forget the rest

of the ‘save the marriage’ stuff and a lot of wasted cash...bought them all then this and in the

end began to read this as if a bible. ‘Trust that she sucks’ (my ex) and life gets better, learn to

Grey rock, read the blog and then re-read this on your numerous bad days...they too start to

become less and less...you will become ‘mightly’ and you will rock...and with chumplady’s help

you will survive. You will soon start to freak out that cheater in your life as their power over you

recedes away. Some of the stories and folks there are quite inspirational. Buy it, change the

media narrative on cheating and what it does to kids and spouses. At worst you’ll gain a

perspective which will help settle your world and maybe a better perspective for your future.”

Dutchcloggie, “This book helped me to actually believe it is never your fault if your partner

cheats.. This is an amazing book. It has really helped me to realise there is NOTHING I could

have done to prevent the cheating. It is important to note that the book does not tell you there

is nothing you could have done to stop your relationship from going south. In hindsight there

are many things I could have done better in my relationship. But the cheating is entirely on my

ex-wife. And since the cheating is the thing that has destroyed my confidence and trust in

people, it is the cheating I need to deal with, not the end of the relationship.This book has been

like a light bulb going off in my head. So many things I thought were just her confusion about

loving 2 people at the same time are described here as being actual choices she made. Even

when she believed she didn't know what to do, she still fell into a well known pattern.The book

has given me the confidence to ignore any ideas that the deceit was in any way my fault. I am

planning to send my ex a copy of this book once the divorce is finalised. In the hope that she

might read it and gain an understanding of how devastating this has been for me. I'm not

holding out much hope...”

The book by Tracy Schorn has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,245 people have provided feedback.
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